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Abstract

Purpose
To safely optimize target volumes using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for uterine cervical cancer radiation therapy, MRI findings need to be validated. The aim of this study was to correlate pre-operatively acquired MRI and surgical specimen imaging for uterine cervical cancer patients using deformable image registration and quantify gross tumor volume (GTV) delineation discrepancies.

Material & Methods
For sixteen retrospectively selected early-stage uterine cervical cancer patients, the cervix-uterus structure, uterine cavity and the GTV were delineated on 2D pathology photos after macroscopic intersection and corresponding pre-operatively acquired T2-weighted 2D sagittal MR images. Segmentations of pathology photos and MR images were simultaneously registered using a three-step multi-image registration strategy. The registration outcome was evaluated by the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and the surface distance error (SDE). In addition, GTV expansions within the cervix-uterus structure needed to obtain 95% GTV coverage were determined.

Results
After three-step multi-image registration, the median DSC and median SDE were 0.98 and 0.4 mm (cervix-uterus) and 0.90 and 0.4 mm (uterine cavity), respectively. The average SDE around the GTV was 0.7 mm (range, 0.1 mm – 2.6 mm). An underestimation of MRI-based GTV delineations was found when no margin was applied, indicated by a mean GTV coverage of 61%. To obtain 95% GTV coverage for 90% of the patients, a minimum 12.0 mm margin around MRI-based GTVs was needed.

Conclusion
The presented three-step multi-image registration strategy was suitable and accurate to correlate MRI and pathology data for uterine cervical cancer patients. To cover the pathology-based GTV, a margin of at least 12.0 mm around GTV delineations on T2-weighted MRI is needed.


6.1 | **Introduction**

The treatment policy in patients with uterine cervical cancer is mainly based on the stage of the tumor, indicated by the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) staging system. Surgery is usually recommended for patients with early-stage uterine cervical cancer (FIGO stage IB–IIA). Radiation therapy (RT) with concurrent chemotherapy is the cornerstone of treatment for patients with locally advanced uterine cervical cancer (FIGO stage IIB–IVA) [72,121].

According to clinical guidelines for RT treatment of uterine cervical cancer, the clinical target volume (CTV) is defined as the gross tumor volume (GTV) together with the entire uterine cervix and body [145,146]. The planning target volume (PTV) is obtained by adding an additional margin around the CTV to account for uncertainties, such as uncertainties in daily set-up, delineation and organ motion [45,83,89,147]. Despite the limited local recurrence rate after RT, large treatment volumes cause serious late vaginal, bowel and bladder toxicity, which significantly reduces quality of life [121].

To substantially decrease the target volume and spare healthy tissue during uterine cervical cancer RT, it has been suggested to only include the invaded part of the uterine body in the CTV [6,29]. However, information of the exact tumor extent is necessary in order to optimize RT treatment volumes in uterine cervical cancer RT. Since the GTV is poorly visible on computed tomography (CT) images acquired for RT treatment planning [8,148,149], distinction between tumor and healthy tissue on CT is not reliable. Therefore, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered as an additional imaging modality for RT treatment planning to assess the exact tumor extent [150]. However, the accuracy of tumor delineation on MRI needs to be validated by comparing tumor extent visible on MRI with the corresponding pathology-proven tumor extension [6].

Previously, several studies have been performed to correlate MRI and pathology data in order to validate MRI findings. The majority of those reported studies were performed on the prostate gland, e.g. [151,152], but also a few studies on other organs were reported, e.g. [153]. For uterine cervical cancer imaging data, only a limited number of studies addressed the validation of MRI findings [154,155]. However, in none of these studies the potentially large deformation between the in-vivo structure on MRI and pathology specimen after surgical removal was corrected. In this study, pathology imaging will be used to validate GTV delineations on MRI using deformable image registration in uterine cervical cancer patients.

The aim of this study was to develop a method to correlate pre-operatively acquired MRI and surgical specimen imaging for early-stage uterine cervical cancer patients, including corrections for potential large shape deformations. In addition, the discrepancy between MRI-based and pathology-based GTV delineations after deformable image registration was quantified.
6.2 | Material & Methods

Patient data

According to clinical guidelines, uterine cervical cancer patients who received a radical hysterectomy with pelvic lymphadenectomy underwent anatomical MRI prior to surgery. The standard MRI protocol consisted of sagittal, axial oblique and coronal oblique T2-weighted turbo spin-echo sequences (repetition time/echo time=2500/70 ms, field of view 300 x 300 mm², acquisition matrix 512 x 384, slice thickness 4.0 mm and turbo factor 11) in supine position on a 1.5 Tesla whole-body MRI system (Siemens Avanto, Erlangen, Germany). After surgery, the pathologist routinely analyzed the fresh surgical specimen by making an anterior median incision to expose the internal os of the uterus. A digital photo of this macroscopic intersection was only made if the remaining tumor was still visible macroscopically after pre-operatively performed biopsies.

Patients who received a radical hysterectomy for cervical carcinoma between January 2012 and December 2013 were selected retrospectively based on the availability of pre-operative MRI data and a digital photo of the surgical specimen obtained during pathology analysis. After exclusion of three patients (GTV invisibility on either MRI or digital photo (n=2), presence of a large uterine fibroid (n=1)), sixteen uterine cervical cancer patients with FIGO stages IB1 (n=10), IB2 (n=5) and IIA1 (n=1) were included with MRI acquired on average 24 days (range, 14–48 days) prior to surgery. The pathology photos and the sagittal T2-weighted MRI data corresponding to the plane of the anterior median incision were used to correlate pathology findings with pre-operatively acquired MRI data.

Delineation and segmentation

For each patient, two radiation oncologists independently delineated the cervix-uterus structure, i.e. uterus including the uterine cervix, the uterine cavity and the GTV, i.e. the macroscopically visible tumor extension, on the sagittal T2-weighted MRI (Figure 6.1b) according to clinical guidelines [145,146]. Also, for GTV delineation on MRI, access to the radiology report was available. With at least one week in between, one of these two radiation oncologists also delineated corresponding structures (cervix-uterus, uterine cavity and GTV) on all anonymized pathology photos. To obtain reliable and accurate pathology-based delineations and avoid bias, delineations on pathology photos were created independently without information of previously performed delineations and subsequently revised by an experienced pathologist (Figure 6.1a).

The mid-sagittal 2D MR image, representing the central part of the uterine body and corresponding to the plane of macroscopic intersection, was selected based on uterine cavity visibility. Since the uterine cavity is located in the central part of the uterine body, it was only visible in a limited number of sagittal 2D MR images; therefore, the uterine cavity was considered a reliable landmark for corresponding image selection. After selection, the delineated structures
were segmented from the background on pathology photos and from surrounding tissue on corresponding MR images (Figure 6.1c–6.1d). Also, all segmented grayscale images were transformed to binary images with pixel values inside the structures set to true and those outside the structures set to false. An example is presented in the supplementary data available online.

Figure 6.1 | An example of a 2D digital photo of the macroscopic intersection (a) and the corresponding 2D sagittal MR image (b) with delineated structures (cervix-uterus (blue), uterine cavity (green), GTV (red)). The cervix-uterus structures were segmented from the background on the photo (c) and from surrounding tissue on MRI (d).

MRI-pathology registration

Pathology data were registered to MRI data based on a three-step multi-image registration strategy using Elastix, a freely available image registration software package [156]. First, a rigid registration was performed between binary image pairs of the cervix-uterus based on translations and rotations. Next, affine multi-image registration was achieved using a weighted contribution of binary image pairs of the cervix-uterus and the uterine cavity based on translation, rotation, scaling and shearing. To finalize the three-step registration strategy and correct for deformations, a B-splines based deformable multi-image registration step was performed using a weighted contribution of segmented grayscale image pairs of the cervix-uterus and the uterine cavity. The transformation (T) between the pathology photo (I_{PAT}) and its corresponding MR image (I_{MRI}) using a multi-image registration process with a weighted contribution was determined by optimizing the registration cost function (C) of multiple image pairs with its associated weight factor (\omega_i) (Equation 6.1).
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\[ C(T; I_{MRI}, I_{PAT}) = \frac{1}{\sum \omega_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \omega_i C(T; I_{MRI}^i, I_{PAT}^i) \] (6.1)

Optimal contributions of the cervix-uterus pair \((\omega_{CU})\) and the uterine cavity image pair \((\omega_{UCa})\) to the final registration result were determined for each patient and the results are presented in the supplementary data available online\(^3\). An equal contribution of both image pairs \((\omega_{CU}=0.5; \omega_{UCa}=0.5)\) was used in nine patients and a larger (smaller) contribution of the cervix-uterus image pair compared to the uterine cavity image pair was used in three (four) patients. For each registration step, image registration was performed using B-spline interpolation, multi-resolution registration, normalized mutual information similarity measure and gradient descent optimization. The three-step multi-image registration process was performed twice with segmented MR images based on delineations of each radiation oncologist (REG\(_1\) and REG\(_2\)).

**Registration evaluation**

Given the delineations of both radiation oncologists on MRI, the inter-observer delineation variation was quantified by calculating the conformity index (CI). The CI was defined as the ratio of the overlapping and the encompassing delineated volumes and chosen as conformity metric to enable a comparison with published data [157]. After three-step multi-image registration, the registration result was first inspected visually by displaying the MR image together with the deformed pathology photo. Next, the outcome of image registration was evaluated by determination of the surface distance error (SDE) and the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) for both the cervix-uterus and the uterine cavity structure [158]. Also, the SDE of the boundary points from the cervix-uterus structure around the GTV, the GTV-S, was calculated.

The SDE described the registration error and was defined as the mean of all minimum distances between boundary points of the reference structure and the corresponding deformed structure. The DSC is frequently used to describe the overlap between corresponding structures [156,158] and was defined as the number of pixels shared by the structure on MRI \((\text{PIX}_{MRI})\) and the structure on the pathology photo \((\text{PIX}_{PATH})\) divided by the average amount of pixels in both structures (Equation 6.2).

\[
DSC = \frac{2(\text{PIX}_{MRI} \cap \text{PIX}_{PATH})}{(\text{PIX}_{MRI} + \text{PIX}_{PATH})} \quad (6.2)
\]

Absolute pixel displacements, differences between pixel displacement vectors after the second and third registration step, were evaluated in order to indicate possible unrealistic displacements within the different structures. The improvement of registration accuracy was studied by testing (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) the difference in registration accuracy (DSC, SDE) obtained after each registration step for both the cervix-uterus and the uterine cavity. Moreover, the robustness of our proposed registration strategy was determined by calculating the registration accuracy for both
the cervix-uterus and the uterine cavity using the sagittal T2-weighted MR images adjacent to the corresponding MR image during three-step multi-image registration for REG\textsubscript{1}.

**GTV validation**

Pathology-based GTV delineations, denoted as the reference GTV (GTV\textsubscript{REF}), were used to validate T2-weighted MRI-based GTV delineations (GTV\textsubscript{MRI}). The GTV\textsubscript{REF} was deformed according to the obtained transformation after three-step multi-image registration and the coverage of the deformed GTV\textsubscript{REF} with the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} was calculated (Equation 6.3).

\[
\text{GTV coverage} = \frac{\text{GTV}_{\text{MRI}} \cap \text{GTV}_{\text{REF}}}{\text{GTV}_{\text{REF}}} \times 100\% \tag{6.3}
\]

Margins needed around MRI-based GTV delineations to obtain 95% GTV coverage for at least 90% of the patients were determined by uniformly expanding the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} using a 2.0 mm step size. The expansions were performed only within the cervix-uterus structure to mainly represent the GTV discrepancy along the axis of the uterine body\textsuperscript{3}. For each applied margin, the coverage of the GTV\textsubscript{REF} with the expanded GTV\textsubscript{MRI} was calculated. To investigate the effect of inter-observer variation on obtained margins, coverage based on the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} from the first and the second radiation oncologist (GTV\textsubscript{MRI-1} and GTV\textsubscript{MRI-2}, respectively) was determined.

After margin determination needed to obtain 95% GTV coverage, correlations with the observed time interval between MRI and surgery and with the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} were tested (Pearson correlation coefficient (R)). To investigate the influence of deformable image registration in terms of GTV coverage, we also determined GTV coverage based on image registration results after only rigid registration.

6.3 | Results

A limited inter-observer delineation variation on MRI was observed, indicated by a median CI of 0.88, 0.63 and 0.80 for the cervix-uterus, uterine cavity and GTV, respectively. Box-and-whisker plots present the registration accuracy after REG\textsubscript{1}. The multi-image deformable registration step improved the correlation between the cervix-uterus as well as the uterine cavity significantly (p<0.01), indicated by the increased median DSC and decreased median SDE (Figure 6.2a–6.2b). Similar registration accuracy was obtained after REG\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{3} Also, the small inter-observer delineation variation led to similar mean GTV-S registration errors of 0.7 mm (range, 0.2 mm – 2.6 mm) and 0.6 mm (range, 0.1 mm – 2.0 mm) after REG\textsubscript{1} and REG\textsubscript{2}, respectively. A typical example of segmented grayscale images after three-step multi-image registration can be found in the supplementary data available online\textsuperscript{3}.
Overall pixel displacements caused by multi-image deformable registration inside the GTV (4.8 mm, 6.0 mm) were similar to displacements inside the cervix-uterus (5.5 mm, 7.0 mm) and the uterine cavity (4.7 mm, 6.3 mm) for REG\textsubscript{1} and REG\textsubscript{2}, respectively. Also, similar displacements inside defined structures after REG\textsubscript{1} and REG\textsubscript{2} were found without unrealistic pixel displacements\textsuperscript{3}. Robustness evaluation showed similar cervix-uterus registration accuracy using adjacent MR images instead of corresponding MR images (Figure 6.2c–6.2d). However, larger registration errors for internal structures were obtained when using adjacent MR images.

![Box-and-whisker plots of the DSC and the SDE between the MR image and the pathology photo (a, b) and between adjacent MR images and the pathology photo (c, d) after each step in the three-step multi-image registration strategy (rigid registration, affine registration and deformable registration) for the cervix-uterus and the uterine cavity structure. The box represents the upper and lower quartiles (IQR) and the band inside the box the median value. The whisker represents the highest (lowest) value within 1.5 IQR of the upper (lower) quartile. Dots above or below the whiskers are considered outliers. Horizontal lines including asterisks indicate statistical significant difference ($p<0.01$).](image)

After three-step multi-image registrations, an underestimation of GTV\textsubscript{MRI} compared to the GTV\textsubscript{REF} was determined when no margin was applied, indicated by a median GTV coverage of 59% (range, 43%–95%) for GTV\textsubscript{MRI-1} after REG\textsubscript{1} and 57% (range, 11%–98%) for GTV\textsubscript{MRI-2} after REG\textsubscript{2} (Figure 6.3). To acquire a median GTV coverage of 95%, expansions of the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} within the cervix-
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A uterus structure of 6.0 mm and 8.0 mm were needed for GTV\textsubscript{MRI-1} and GTV\textsubscript{MRI-2}, respectively. Furthermore, 95% GTV coverage for 90% of the patients was obtained using margins around the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} of 12.0 mm (REG\textsubscript{1}, GTV\textsubscript{MRI-1}) and 18.0 mm (REG\textsubscript{2}, GTV\textsubscript{MRI-2}) and 100% GTV coverage for all patients was acquired using a 22.0 mm margin around the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} in both cases. Determination of GTV coverage using GTV\textsubscript{MRI-1} (GTV\textsubscript{MRI-2}) after REG\textsubscript{2} (REG\textsubscript{1}) provided similar results. However, neither of all expansions included a margin uncertainty induced by the registration error of 1.0 mm. For the margins needed to obtain 95% GTV coverage, no significant correlation were found with time interval between MRI and surgery (R=0.21, p=0.24) and with GTV size (R=0.15, p=0.40).

Without deformation correction, i.e. after rigid registration for REG\textsubscript{1} and REG\textsubscript{2}, an average median GTV coverage of 54% was found when no margin was applied. Compared to the results after deformation correction, a larger margin (12.0 mm) was needed to obtain a median GTV coverage of 95% (Figure 6.3). Moreover, image alignment based on only translations and rotations led to a larger registration error (about 4.0 mm) which induced an additional uncertainty on top of the determined margin to obtain GTV coverage.

Figure 6.3 | Median GTV coverage after three-step multi-image registration based on GTV\textsubscript{MRI-1} after REG\textsubscript{1} (squares) and based on GTV\textsubscript{MRI-2} after REG\textsubscript{2} (dots) as a function of applied margin to the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} within the cervix-uterus structure. The dashed line shows the average median GTV coverage of both observations after only rigid registration and the gray region indicates the 95% confidence interval of both observations after three-step multi-image registration.
6.4 | Discussion

This study described a novel method to correlate pre-operatively acquired MRI and surgical specimen imaging for uterine cervical cancer patients, including large deformation corrections. Our proposed three-step multi-image registration strategy is based on boundary and internal structures and accurate correlations between MRI and pathology photos were obtained. Moreover, we corrected for possible large deformations between in-vivo and ex-vivo organ shapes by using deformable multi-image registration. In addition, the discrepancy between GTV delineations on T2-weighted MRI and pathology imaging after deformable registration was quantified by the coverage of $GTV_{REF}$ with $GTV_{MRI}$. To obtain 95% GTV coverage for at least 90% of the patients, a margin of at least 12.0 mm around the $GTV_{MRI}$ was needed. We have shown that correlations between MRI and pathology data could be obtained by deformable image registration and used for GTV validation.

Unlike methods in previously reported studies on MRI and pathology correlation for uterine cervical cancer patients [148,154], our correlation method corrected for shape deformations between both imaging data sets and therefore made the validation of GTV delineations more reliable. Without deformation corrections, less accurate correlations between MRI and pathology data were obtained and a larger margin around GTV delineations on MRI would be needed to safely cover the pathology-based GTV. Consequently, our three-step multi-image registration led to a more accurate validation of MRI-based GTV delineations compared to only rigid alignment. Moreover, the $GTV_{MRI}$ including the margin to correct for pathology-proven macroscopic tumor extensions can be used to better define RT volumes when only the invaded part of the uterine body will be included.

Besides the boundary contour, the only corresponding landmark that could be clearly distinguished on both imaging data sets was the uterine cavity structure. To avoid registration outcome largely driven by the segmented boundary contour, a multi-image registration strategy was defined using grayscale images to also align internal structures. Using only segmented images based on boundary contours or internal structures for image registration led to a worse registration outcome compared to our method\(^3\). As a consequence, registration evaluation based on structures that were not used to optimize the registration could not be performed and registration-independent corresponding landmarks were unavailable. Therefore, registration evaluation was performed based on the cervix-uterus and the uterine cavity structures, assuming these structures represented the correlation of the entire specimen. Additionally, the GTV-S structure was defined to analyze the registration error around the GTV.

The advantage of our registration method is the use of multiple imaging pairs to optimize the final transformation using both boundary and internal structure information. Since no previous studies reported on optimized image contributions during multi-image registration, a patient-specific image pair contribution was used. Based on all patient-specific contributions, we also determined a population-based image pair contribution which can be used for ensuing patients.
This study has some limitations, mainly due to the retrospective character of this study. Only one 2D digital photo of the macroscopic intersection obtained during pathology analysis of the surgical specimen was available and we used this photo to correlate MRI and pathology data. Although 3D MRI data was available, 2D-3D image registration could not be performed reliably due to the absence of corresponding landmarks for guidance of the registration algorithm. Therefore corresponding 2D MR images were manually selected based on information of intersection directions during pathology analysis and uterine cavity visibility. Even though both images were assumed to be in the same plane, the exact direction of intersection during pathology analysis was unknown and possible rotations could have influenced the registration accuracy. Since a relatively small difference in the registration result was found due to corresponding image selection uncertainty, the impact on the determined margin was estimated to be limited and in the same order of magnitude as the difference in registration results.

Due to the absence of whole-mount sections, microscopic tumor spread could not be determined and the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} was validated based on the macroscopically visible tumor on pathology photos. To safely optimize the CTV based on only the GTV\textsubscript{MRI}, a future study using 3D data sets and whole-mount sections will be needed to decrease uncertainties and improve correlations in other directions (i.e. transverse, coronal). Nevertheless, the tumor extension along the axis of the uterine body is of most interest and quantification of this extension might enable a safe exclusion of the healthy part of the uterine body from RT treatment volumes. Since GTV\textsubscript{MRI} expansions were performed uniformly but only within the cervix-uterus structure, the obtained margins represented discrepancies between MRI-based GTV delineations and pathology-proven GTV coverage along the axis of the uterine body.

Only anatomical T2-weighted MRI was available, because MRI was only intended to be used to determine the stage, size and location of the tumor prior to surgery. To better define the GTV and to optimize target volumes for RT purposes, quantitative MRI such as diffusion-weighted imaging or dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI can offer additional valuable information [159]. These techniques can improve tumor detection, contribute to tumor differentiating or may predict treatment response.

Since this study was performed from a RT perspective, all structures on MRI were delineated by radiation oncologists as being common practice in clinical RT. The observed small inter-observer delineation variation on MRI was in agreement with previously reported results [157]. This small variation resulted in limited impact on MRI-pathology correlation and GTV\textsubscript{MRI} validation and indicated a negligible delineation bias. If appropriate tools become available, delineations on MRI can be performed automatically to eliminate the inter-observer variation. According to present RT margin concepts [147], the GTV is defined as the macroscopically visible tumor on a specific imaging modality and GTV uncertainty corrections are included in the CTV-to-PTV margin. In this study, the proposed GTV\textsubscript{MRI} margin is defined to obtain GTVs that approximate macroscopically visible tumors on pathology photos. However, this margin is not directly covered by the present margin concepts. Since target volume optimization using the GTV\textsubscript{MRI} margin already included
possible delineation uncertainties, a CTV-to-PTV margin without a component for delineation uncertainties is warranted.

All included patients had early-stage uterine cervical cancer (FIGO stage IB–IIA) and in general only patients with locally advanced uterine cervical cancer (FIGO stage IIB–IVA) will be treated with RT and concurrent chemotherapy. However, the validation of MRI findings using pathology data cannot be performed for patients with locally advanced tumors because these patients did not undergo surgery. Since digital photos of the median incision were only taken if the tumor was still visible macroscopically after the biopsies taken before surgery, early-stage uterine cervical cancer patients with relatively large tumors were included.

Despite the accurate observed correlations for the evaluated structures, discrepancies between $GTV_{\text{MRI}}$ and $GTV_{\text{REF}}$ were observed after three-step multi-image registrations. Although the exact reason for this discrepancy is unknown, it could be induced by a change in tumor size within the time between MRI acquisition and surgery due to practical workflow issues. However, the influence of this time interval on possible tumor growth is likely to be relatively small, as we found no significant correlation between observed time intervals and determined discrepancies. Furthermore, based on the observed time intervals and reported typical pre-treatment cervical tumor doubling times of 80–160 days [160] an average increase of 5% (range, 2%–10%) in the radius of tumor volumes could be expected. Given this very limited possible increase in tumor volumes within the time between MRI acquisition and surgery together with the weak correlation between observed time intervals and determined discrepancies, the influence of the time interval on obtained margins was assumed to be negligible. In addition, previous studies on MRI-pathology correlation reported similar time intervals between imaging and surgery [148,154]. Besides due to the time interval, the $GTV_{\text{MRI}}$ could be underestimated due to the use of only one standard MRI sequence [157] or the $GTV_{\text{REF}}$ could be overestimated due to the retrospective determination of the macroscopically visible tumor. A future prospective study using a dedicated pathology analysis and different MRI sequences will decrease these uncertainties.
6.5 | Conclusion

Three-step multi-image registration including deformation corrections provided accurate correlations between pre-operatively acquired MRI and surgical specimen imaging for uterine cervical cancer patients. In addition, a margin of at least 12.0 mm around MRI-based GTV delineations is needed to cover the macroscopically visible tumor extension on surgical specimen imaging. A prospective study on MRI and pathology correlation may further improve tumor definition in order to optimize RT treatment volumes and reduce radiation-induced toxicity for uterine cervical cancer patients.